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ABSTRACT 
The study of methods in delevering the speech introduction in the stand up 
comedy show 
(Anggi, 2016, 29 pages) 
 This final report study about the methods in delivering speech introduction 
by the comics in the stand up comedy show. There are many ways to deliver the 
speech introduction including in the stand up comedy show. Sometimes the 
comics use story tell, surprising fact and startel the audience. So, the writer wanted 
to know what methods are applied by the comics in the stand up comesy show. 
The writer uses ten Indonesian comics as the objects. The data were collected 
through documentation that taken from youtube chanel. The data were analyzed by 
using descriptive method. The result indicated that the method of startel the 
audience is the most dominant method that applied by the comics. The writer 
suggest to the students, especially the students of English Department at State 
Polytechnic of Sriwijaya also use the methods of delivering speech introduction in 
the speech to increase their public speaking skills. The writer also suggest to the 
readers to use the variation of speech introduction to make an interesting speech, 
so the audience will interested in. Moreover, for the public speakers, to use more 
various methods of speech introduction in the speech. By applying many kinds of 
methods of speech introduction the speech would not being monotonous. 
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